colleges and universities in America: a task of educating always now."

"All institutions of higher learning are vast, but the time program for Harvard. He further states, "The needs of . . .

...of institutions, some weak, some strong, all organized on a "division of labor basis," bloat along in a sponge crab meticulously camouflaging himself with small, sponges."

"When the eyes have hardened, the camera toys the baby turtle parting their way out of their shells, then bending toward the water with an evident instinct telling them."

"Colorful enlargements show precise detail of fish only centimeters long. An intelligent and thoughtfully-written narration lends coherence and humor to the story. Well-executed background music furnishes an appropriate air of excitement."

"The superb photography, and organization of the film do much towards making this an enchanting documentary. By documenting sensationalism to impress the viewer. Rather the movie does not resort to un-"